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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 ARTICLE DETAILS 

 
Postcholecystectomy bilioma is an uncommon but potentially dangerous complication that can happen 

after gallbladder surgery. This disorder is characterized by the buildup of bile in the peritoneal cavity 

as a result of bile duct damage following surgery or bile duct leaking. 

The development of a postcholecystectomy bilioma may be asymptomatic or manifest as nausea, fever, 

and abdominal discomfort. Imaging studies such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance 

imaging, and ultrasound are used to make the diagnosis. The size, location, and presence or absence of 

complications all affect how postcholecystectomy bilioma is treated. Small, asymptomatic biliomas 

can be treated conservatively, while larger, more difficult biliomas may need invasive procedures like 

surgery or image-guided percutaneous drainage. The prevention of postcholecystectomy bilioma 

requires meticulous surgical technique and meticulous postoperative monitoring. 

Discussion: Postcholecystectomy bilioma is an uncommon but potentially dangerous complication 

that, if not identified and adequately managed, can have long-term effects. Preventing the development 

of biliomas is crucial and depends on excellent surgical technique and diligent postoperative 

monitoring. To avoid significant postcholecystectomy bilioma consequences, early detection is 

essential. Depending on the size, location, and presence or absence of complications, 

postcholecystectomy bilioma treatment may be conservative or invasive. method and meticulous 

postoperative care. 

Conclusion: To avoid major problems related to postcholecystectomy bilioma, early identification and 

effective treatment are essential. Individuals who have had a cholecystectomy should be informed of 

the possible dangers and side effects of surgery and should get medical help right away if they develop 

symptoms like nausea, fever, or stomach discomfort. The prevention of postcholecystectomy bilioma 

requires meticulous surgical technique and meticulous postoperative monitoring. In conclusion, 

postcholecystectomy bilioma is an uncommon but potentially dangerous complication that calls for 

prompt and appropriate medical care. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most popular surgical operations performed today 

is the laparoscopic cholecystectomy, which is used to treat a 

variety of gallbladder disorders, including gallstones and 

inflammatory illnesses. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy 

presents some hazards, such as postcholecystectomy bilioma, 

while being regarded as a safe and successful procedure. (1, 

2) 

After gallbladder removal, an uncommon but potentially 

dangerous condition called postcholecystectomy bilioma can 

develop. This is the buildup of bile in the abdominal cavity as 

a result of a gallbladder or bile duct rupture after surgery. 

Although the majority of postcholecystectomy bilioma cases 

go away on their own, some can be severe and need intrusive 

treatment. The risk factors, diagnosis, course of therapy, and 

side effects of postcholecystectomy bilioma will all be 

covered in this article. (3) 

 

THEORY 

Cholecystectomy 

The most popular form of therapy for gallbladder illness is 

cholecystectomy, which entails surgically removing the 

gallbladder. This procedure can be done openly or 

laparoscopically. The conventional method for removing the 
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gallbladder is laparoscopic cholecystectomy, which is a less 

intrusive treatment. (4) 

Although though laparoscopic cholecystectomy is a safe and 

efficient treatment, it might have side effects such bile duct 

damage, bile leakage, and the development of 

postcholecystectomy biliomas. (3) 

Bilioma postcolecistectomía 

Postcholecystectomy bilioma is an accumulation of bile 

outside the bile ducts that develops after the gallbladder has 

been surgically removed. Bile duct blockage or stenosis after 

surgery or bile duct damage following surgery can also cause 

bile leaking. Biliomas, which are collections of bile fluid, can 

develop as a result of bile buildup and inflammation. (5) 

Postcholecystectomy bilioma symptoms might include 

bloating, nausea, vomiting, fever, and stomach discomfort. 

Yet, postcholecystectomy biliomas might occasionally be 

asymptomatic and only show up by chance on a follow-up 

imaging. (6) 

Clinical information, imaging results, and laboratory tests are 

used to make the diagnosis of postcholecystectomy bilioma. 

The preferred approach for diagnosis is computed 

tomography (CT), which enables comprehensive imaging of 

the bilioma and any concomitant lesions, such as intra-

abdominal abscesses or neoplasms. Although ultrasound and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are equally helpful for 

diagnosis, CT is more sensitive and specific. (7) 

Risk factors 

While it is an uncommon complication, postcholecystectomy 

bilioma can happen to any patient who has had a laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy. A postcholecystectomy bilioma may, 

however, be more likely to form if certain risk factors exist. 

(3, 8) Among them are: 

Complicated or protracted surgery: A complex or lengthy 

laparoscopic cholecystectomy might raise the risk of bile duct 

damage, which can lead to a leaking of bile into the 

abdominal cavity. (8) 

Bile duct anomalies, such as a short or thin cystic duct, might 

increase the chance of surgical damage, which can result in 

bile leakage. (8) Prior bile duct surgery: Patients who have 

had liver or open cholecystectomy in the past run a higher risk 

of suffering bile duct damage during laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy. Gallbladder inflammation or infection: 

Gallbladder inflammation or infection can make it harder to 

identify and see the bile ducts clearly during surgery, 

increasing the risk of gallbladder damage. (8) Experience of 

the surgeon: Inadequate training or experience of the surgeon 

might increase the risk of bile duct damage during surgery. 

(8) 

Diagnosis 

Depending on the volume and location of bile leakage, 

postcholecystectomy bilioma can present in a variety of ways. 

Symptoms might include bloating, nausea, vomiting, fever, 

and stomach discomfort. Yet, postcholecystectomy biliomas 

might occasionally be asymptomatic and only show up by 

chance on a follow-up imaging. (7) 

Clinical information, imaging results, and laboratory tests are 

used to make the diagnosis of postcholecystectomy bilioma. 

The preferred approach for diagnosis is computed 

tomography (CT), which enables comprehensive imaging of 

the bilioma and any concomitant lesions, such as intra-

abdominal abscesses or neoplasms. Although ultrasound and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are equally helpful for 

diagnosis, CT is more sensitive and specific. (7) 

Laboratory tests should also be run to assess liver health and 

the presence of infections. High bilirubin and liver enzyme 

levels might be a sign of bile duct blockage or liver damage. 

Leukocytosis with an increased C-reactive protein (CRP) 

may be signs of an infection. (7) 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Treatment of bilioma postcholecystectomy 

The size, location, and presence or absence of complications 

all affect how postcholecystectomy bilioma is treated. Small, 

asymptomatic biliomas may often be treated conservatively 

with observation and follow-up imaging and laboratory tests. 

(6) 

Invasive therapy may be required when bilioma is 

symptomatic or linked to problems. In some circumstances, 

surgical intervention, such as bile duct repair or bilioma 

excision, may be required. Nevertheless, image-guided 

percutaneous drainage, which entails putting a needle into the 

bilioma and draining the collected bile fluid, can be used to 

treat the majority of postcholecystectomy biliomas. With a 

high success rate and a low incidence of complications, 

image-guided percutaneous drainage is a safe and efficient 

treatment. (9) 

Complications of postcholecystectomy bilioma 

Infection, bile duct blockage, and the development of an 

intra-abdominal abscess are all possible consequences of 

postcholecystectomy bilioma. Injuries to the bile ducts during 

surgery, stenosis, or bile duct blockage following surgery are 

all possible causes of bile duct obstruction. (10) 

A major consequence of postcholecystectomy bilioma is the 

development of an intra-abdominal abscess. Intra-abdominal 

abscesses can result from the spread of infection from the 

bilioma via the peritoneum or from the rupture of the bilioma 

and the flow of contaminated bile into the abdominal cavity. 

Intra-abdominal abscesses may need to be treated with 

surgical drainage and medication. (11) 

Prevention of postcholecystectomy bilioma 

Prevention of postcholecystectomy bilioma involves careful 

surgical technique and the immediate identification and repair 

of any bile duct injuries during surgery. In addition, careful 

follow-up should be done after surgery to detect and treat any 

early complications, such as bilioma. (12) 

After gallbladder removal, an uncommon but potentially 

dangerous condition called postcholecystectomy bilioma can 
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develop. A bilioma develops when bile builds up in the 

peritoneal cavity as a result of bile duct damage sustained 

during surgery or bile duct leaking. Bileuomas can be 

asymptomatic or show symptoms including nausea, fever, 

and stomach discomfort. Imaging tests, such as ultrasound, 

CT, or magnetic resonance imaging, are used to diagnose 

patients. 

The size, location, and presence or absence of complications 

all affect how postcholecystectomy bilioma is treated. Small, 

asymptomatic biliomas can be treated conservatively, while 

larger, more difficult biliomas may need invasive procedures 

like surgery or image-guided percutaneous drainage. 
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